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1.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVE
This unit gives you knowledge about Culture and Communication. After completion
of this unit you would able to learn about:
 Pervasive nature of culture
 Characteristic of Culture
 Levels of Culture in Traditional and Modern society
 Relation of Communication with Culture
1.2 INTRODUCTION
Culture is a widely used concept by anthropologists and sociologists. E.B Taylor
(1872) an anthropologist, defines culture as the complex which includes knowledge,
belief, art, morals, law, customs and any other capabilities and habits acquired by
individuals as a member of society. Two other anthropologists, Kluckhohn and Kelly
(1944), mean culture as those traditionally created selective processes which channel
man‟s reaction both to internal and external stimuli. A sociologist, Robert Bierstedt
(1974), explains culture as “The complex whole that consist of all the ways we think
and do everything we have as members of society. It includes all the ways of diving
and doing and thinking that have been passed down from one generation to another
and that become an accepted part of the society. The synonyms of culture are learned
behavior, social heritage, super organic, and design of living.”
1.3 MEANING OF CULTURE
The culture means a sight of the originallife to anthropologists and the way
living, thinking and acting by individuals as members of society by sociologists. De
Vito (1978) views culture as a group phenomenon and we are more concerned to that
since our conception of the audience in India is more akin to the conception of group
rather than the society or the mass society. De Vito, a communication sociologist,
describes culture as learned set of thought and behaviour common to a number of
people that defines them as members of the same group and as the non-members of
the other groups. The thought refers to attitude, belief and opinion and values and
means the act of behaving while speaking, eating, listening, viewing etc.
De Vito emphasizes that the culture is a group property. It belongs to a group
shared by the individuals of the group who have their own personalities of that are
influenced of their group. Culture deals with the knowledge of the appropriateness
that is, what is thought to be proper and improper within a given social group system.
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Modern society is taking its form, according to Pitirim Sorokin (1962), as a
result of transition from a superior society to a mass society. The mass society, more
relevant to the formation of mass audience, has some basic elements of its cultural
existence. Edward Shils (1971), outlines those elements as: “The different strata of
any given society, the efforts to explore and explain the universe, to understand the
meaning of events, to enter into contact with the sacred or to commit sacrilege, to
affirm the principles of morality and justice and to deny them, to encounter the
unknown, to exalt or denigrate authority, to stir the senses by the control of and
response to words, sounds, shapes, and colors.”
With these few introductory words about culture, its relations with social
groups of which local audiences are composed of, and also with the mass society that
develops into mass audience, we progress toward further elaboration of culture of
audiences and concomitant relationship between the audience and the media in the
matter of cultural expression. The concomitant relationship between media and
modern society is inextricably linked to the media. The values they transmit are
certainly fluid and changing, but they are addressed to public that are seen by the
media themselves as homogeneous in some sense, and that, always from their standpoint, do possess several of the characteristics attributed by some critics to the
masses.”
1.4 PERVASIVE NATURE OF CULTURE
The study of culture ranges from aspects that are associated with the arts to the study
of the entire meanings and the way of life of a society. As Edward T. Hall (1966)
stated, culture is those „deep, common, unstated experiences which members of a
given culture share, communication without knowing and which form the backdrop
against which all other events are judged.‟ Culture fosters a sense of shared identity
and solidarity among its group members. Being a member of a cultural group implies
that you have been nurtured by its core values and understand what constitutes
„desirable‟ and „undesirable‟ behaviors in that particular system.
While different people might have different norms for judging behaviors in a
particular cultural environment, common to all people is that they see their world
through cultural glasses- we all view the world through culturally tinted lenses and
we rarely take off these cultural glasses.
Basically, any process or product of human activity can be named as „culture‟.
In this general sense, culture consists of a group or community‟s traditions, customs,
norms, beliefs, values and thought patterns passed down from generation to
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generation. This includes food and distribution of goods and so on. Culture is not
instinctive or innate; culture is learned. Communication and culture are inseparable.
To study inter-cultural communication without exploring culture is like studying
physics without exploring matter.
For decades, scholars across the academic spectrum have attempted to define
culture. Almost 200 definitions can be located, each attempting delineate the
boundaries and inclusion of the concept by drawing upon such synonymous ideas as
community, minorities, social groups, social class, nationalities, geographic units,
societies and so on. This highlights the multifaceted nature of the term.

1.5 CHARACTERISTIC OF CULTURE
1.5.1 Culture is holistic
In reality culture functions as an integrated and complex whole. While the various
parts of culture are interrelated, the whole is more than simply the sum of these
interconnected parts. As Edward Hall said, „You touch a culture in one place and
everything else is affected. You might, for example, explore a specific cultural
formation, such as the Hindu Annaprasanam, a festive event to celebrate the first
birthday of a child. During the Annaprasanam the baby is given a mixture of rice,
sugar and milk, which is generally his or her first solid food after a year‟s worth of
liquid diet. All aspects of the event are interrelated as a whole-none makes sense on
its own.
1.5.2 Culture is learned
Culture is not inborn or biological. The Dutch psychologist and sociologist Geert
Hofstede (1991) writes that every person „carries with him or herself patterns of
thinking, feeling and potential acting which are learned throughout his or her lifetime.
Much of these patterns are acquired in early childhood, because at that time a person
is most susceptible to learning and assimilating. We continue to learn culture
throughout our lives. For example, we constantlyhave to learn specific rules and
norms governing our behaviours within the communities we live in. A group of
people may have potatoes as their staple food, or they may depend on hunting for
animals as a source of food. They may grow wheat or breed cattle, they may use
science to explain natural phenomena or attribute wind and storms as a result of gods
fighting in the heaven-these are all products of cultural learning. We consciously and
unconsciously learn culture values as we grow up from sources like family
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1.5.3 Culture is dynamic
Culture is a subject to change every time; it is not fixed or static. When different
cultures are in contact, a cultural change may occur. For example, think of how
Russian culture has been changing over past few years-aspects of its culture
noticeably changed after the collapse of the communist regime in 1991. A new
cultural and political order, economic recovery and growth, and an increasing
openness to western ideas have led many, to see present day Russia is more
„individualistic‟ and „Western‟. Credited with facilitating these changes are people
like Kseniia, Sobehak, who is the daughter of St. Petersburg‟s first democratically
elected mayor. Her co-hosted popular reality TV show, designs fashionable clothes,
promotes expensive perfumes and adorns the covers of gloss magazines, bringing
western cultural products to Russia.
As our cultural environment changes, so does our view of cultural practices. During
the 1800, the tango was viewed as a primitive dance, too sexual to be socially
acceptable in fact, it was banned in Argentina. Today the tango is very popular all
over the world, even in places far removed from its origins, like Finland. Similarly, in
the United States rock and roll was decried as too sexual in the 1950s and the 1960s.
Nowadays the tango, and the music and dance associated with rock and roll are
accepted as parts of our social life.
1.5.4 Culture is ethnocentric
The term „ethnocentrism‟ refers to the belief that one‟s own culture is superior to
other cultures. Anthropologists generally agree that ethnocentrism is found in every
culture. Ethnocentrism builds fences between cultures and this creates barriers for
intercultural communication. How we view a culture invariably affects how we
interact with people from the culture. When Captain James cook arrived in Hawaii in
1778, he described their culture as being savage, animal-like, and heathen, comparing
(unfavourably) the partices of the Hawaiian people to the European culture of which
he was a part.
Today we know that no culture is superior to any other, but simply that some cultural
practices might appear strange or inappropriate to members of other cultures.
Australians think it is cruel that Koreans eat meat; Korean feel it is heartless that
Australians and other Anglo-Saxons are cruel for spanking their children, but many
Anglo-Saxons think that corporal punishment is central to bringing up a child
properly. Even when cultures are closely related, as the ones in this example are, they
can still clash about core values- and when they are „right‟ and the other culture is
„wrong‟. Of course we do not have to accept or practice what is acceptable in others
cultures; in intercultural relations it is recognizing and respecting the differences that
is more important. Culture is what is distinctive about the way of life of a people,
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community, nation or a social group. This implies that no culture is inherently
superior to any other and that cultural richness by no means derives from its
economic standings.
1.5.5 Subcultures
Within any dominant culture there are micro cultures, often referred to as subcultures. Some scholars call subcultures „co-cultures. Subcultures can be categorized
by a number of indicators, including gender, ethnicity, profession, social class,
organisations and graphic region. We introduce four types of subcultures defined by
ethnicity, social class, organization and geographic region. Subcultures gives its
members identity. Members of a subculture group can mark their identity through
dress code, hairstyle, rituals and language.
1.5.6 Ethnic culture
Ethnicity is frequently the basis of a subculture within a larger national culture.
Ethnic groups are identifiable bodies of people who are of common heritage and
cultural tradition passed down through generations. Examples include Chinese,
Australians, Mexican Americans, Vietnames Italians and Greek New Zealanders.
Ethnic identity refers to identification with a group with a shared heritage and shared
culture. Some people use the terms „racial‟ and „ethnic‟ groups interchangeably;
others differentiate the two terms by specifying the natural groups emphasise the
genetically transmitted traits of physical appearance (Dodd,1998). Examples of racial
groups are Asian, European, Angloceltic, and aboriginal Australians.
Ethnic groups in the host country are referred to as minority groups. Vietnam for
example, is a multi-ethnic country with over 50 distinct groups, each with its own
language, lifestyle and cultural heritage. Many of the local ethnic groups are known
in the West as Montagnard or Degar. In Australia there are large Chinese, Greek,
Italian, Vietnamese and Indian communities, to mention just a few within the larger
cultural environment. They are all considered as ethnic minority groups, in contrast to
the mainstream. Anglo-saxon Australian culture. They observe their ethnic cultural
traditions and celebrate their own ethnic cultural festivals.
More than just describing a group‟s population status in relation to the mainstream
group, the term „minority‟ is sometimes associated with disadvantage and lower
social status. The Sami people in Scandinavia, for example have long be an
economically and socially disadvantaged indigenous minority in the relatively (but
not completely) homogeneous cultures Sweden, Norway and Finland.
Communication between people from one ethnic minority and those from the ethnic
majority can be problematic at times due to language and cultural barriers as well as
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negative stereotypes. For example, it has been reported that recently arrived
immigrants in Portugal, mostly from former colonies in Africa and Asia, are
residentially segregated in neighborhoods with poor housing and they experience
cultural barriers and other difficulties.
1.5.7 Organizational culture
Cultures also include organizational cultures. Each organization has its ways of doing
things and its ways of communicating which together constitute its organizational
culture, Employees hold beliefs, values, and assumptions to organize their behaviour
and interpret their experience. Through communication, these beliefs and values
develop into organizationally based understanding and shared interpretations of
organizational reality. These expectations and meanings then form the framework of
organizational culture. The IBM Corporation, for example, has a distinctive
organizational culture in which male employees are expected to wear dark blue suits,
white shirts and conservative neckties.
The dress code reflects a unity and conformity in IBM‟s management style. On the
other hand, innovativeness is an espoused value of the 3M Corporation. Employees
who put forward suggestions become heroes for demonstrating the spirit of
innovation. In Japanese companies, employee loyalty is highly valued, whereas
opportunities for career advancement may be seen as more important in Western
organisations. In some organisations, subordinates can address people in management
by their first name; in other organisations, employees of lower rank must address
senior level managers by their last name and their title. Members of each organization
share a knowledge of appropriate behaviours and use this knowledge to guide their
activities at work. Organsational cultures gives members a sense of identity.
1.5.8 Regional Culture
Geographic region is also a basis for categorising people into different cultural
groups. Regional differences often imply differences in social attitudes, lifestyles,
food preferences, and communication. People from rural areas are different from
people in urban areas. The Dutch distinguish between two major cultural urban-rural
subdivisions in their nation. The most important distinction is between the Randstad
(Rim City) and non-Randstad cultures. Randstad culture is distinctly urban, located in
the provinces of North Holland, South Holland and Utrecht. The non-Randstad
cultures follows the historical divide between the predominantly Protestant north and
Catholic south. Interpersonal relationships may seem tighter in rural communities
than those in urban regions, partly, due to apartment, living and busy life-styles in
urban environment.
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Language or regional dialect is also a marker of regional cultures. For example, the
Swedish language has been standardized for more than a century, but regional
variations in its pronunciation between urban areas and rural ones persist. Similarly,
the Japanese language spoken in Okinawa, for example, differs from Japanese spoken
in Tokyo, and Mandarin spoken in Beijing is different from Mandarin spoken in
Virginia is different from that spoken in Ohio. In addition, ultimate contributes to
regional differences, separating people into different groups. For example, in Sothern
china, where the climate is warm all year round, farmer‟s plant and harvest rice three
times a year. In Northern China, however, farmers can only plant and harvest rice
once a year owing to the long and cold winter. As a result, southerners tend to view
northerners as „lazy‟, and northerners consider southerners as too money-minded
because they seem to devote all their time to making money. Of course, with the
development of technology, these attitudes are changing. There are many other jobs
(like working in village food-processing factories) that now keep farmers in the
Northern part of China just as busy throughout the winter as their southern counter
parts.
Culture is a densely packed and far-reaching term with multiple levels of meanings.
To some people, it stands for high culture and has to do with an appreciation of fine
arts such as opera or ballet. To others culture means popular culture and has to do
with music or movie stars. To some culture is a specific population of people, who
live in a particular geographic area or is a clique of people who share a similar
lifestyle or outlook. To still others culture defines ordinary routines that people
follow-what they eat and drink, what they wear, what kinds of jobs they have, how
they spend their leisure time and so on. From these thumbnail descriptions, culture is
obviously a Kaleidoscopic concept that covers a nearly infinite number of
dimensions.
Culture is simply defined as that which distinguishes one group of people from
another group. The broad definition focuses on how the values of a group of people
are manifested essentially in that group‟s rituals and symbols. At the center of culture
is a set of societal norms based on values shared by a population that has experienced
a common history. These norms in turn foster the development of social institutions
including family, education, government and media. When the unique cultural
characteristics of a country are studied, it leads to a better understanding of how a
media system develops within a particular population of people.
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1.6 LEVELS OF CULTURE IN TRADITIONAL SOCIETY
The original cultural expression was dominated by the folk art and popular art which
were originated and enjoyed by the majority of people living under the strong
influence of traditional relationships in a superior society. As regards folk culture,
giner, remarks: “The traditional, folk, or popular culture was not as elaborate as the
creations of great art and literature, nor were its conceptions of life and the cosmos as
profound as those of philosophy and science, but it involved a substantial amount of
creativity in those who produced it no less a substantial level of receptivity among the
people who enjoyed it”. Thus folk culture, in the opinion of giner, is although far
from the spectrum of high culture from great art to literature, philosophy to science, it
is nevertheless very much near to their hearts and is expressive of their simple way of
living, traditional thinking and acting. Shils describes folk culture as superior culture,
because of its superiority by tradition and heritage. Dwight MacDonald (1957)
describes the simplicity and spontaneity of folk culture and its nearness o the majority
of the ruralized people as: “Folk art grew from below. It was a spontaneous
expression of the people, shaped by themselves pretty much without the benefit of
High culture to suit their own needs…Folk art was the people‟s own institution, their
private little garden, walled from the great formal part of their master‟s High
Culture….” MacDonald hinted at the existence of bi-culture society in the old social
system.
The culture of primitive folk or feudal societies had sharp line of distinction between
culture of common people and High culture of very small minority comprised of
aristocrats who ruled over the former. Princes, Nawabs and grand bourgeois were
patrons of High culture but perhaps never patronized the spread of high-cult among
their subjects. Gilbert Seldes (1957) outlines the characteristics of folk culture as “….
folk art and popular art are easy to understand, they are romantic, patriotic,
conventionally moral, and they are held in deep affection by those who are suspicious
of the great arts. Popular artists can be serious or trivial… they can be men of genius
or men of talent….; they can be universal…. or parochial; one thing common to all of
them is the power to communicate directly with everyone.”
Giner describes the way by which folk culture is transmitted. It is conveyed by
personal and simple contracts within the framework of communities. The population
involved in cultural communication at any given time is invariably small, since the
personal face-to-face element is absolutely essential to it. Thus, for culture as popular
culture grew directly from very people who enjoyed it. Folk culture is the culture of
rural India. The different forms of folk culture like Jatra,Kirtana, Kavigaan, Nautanki,
Burra Katha, Kathakata, Ghazal, Kawali, Mushaira and so on are preferred and
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appreciated by the tradition-bound majority of the rural people and the people having
their roots into the tradition regardless of their socio-economic and educational status.
The popular culture is highly competent to entertain the rural folk and convey
instructions and education in religious economic and political matters in a simple. It is
drawn mainly from the epics of the Mahabharata and Ramayana having intimate
emotional bond. The comment of Ginner on the traits of folk culture is applicable to
the situation still in existence in India: “no matter how limited by class domination
and social distance, folk and popular culture, possessed a distinct degree of authority
and inherent worth, of aesthetic quality or philosophical meaning, couched in
mythical modes of thought and reasonable inherited wisdom. Popular culture was
neither sold nor imposed by the institutions outside the popular majority.”
Echoing Ortega, MacDonald pointed out that the state of affairs with regards to
culture in traditional socio system came to a rapid end with the eruption of the masses
on to the political stage, and as a consequence of the printing press and, later, of the
other media of mass communication with disastrous cultural effects. The traditional
group oriented social system transformed into mass society. The mass society has
been called a creation of modern age and a product of the division of labour, of mass
communication and a more or less democratically achieved consensus.
The Mass Society: Edward Shils (1971) outlines the features of mass society:
a) The mass society is an industrial society.
b) The modern industrial techniques, through the creation of an elaborate
network of transportation and communication, bring the various parts of mass
society into frequent contacts.
c) The mass of population has become incorporated into society.
d) The life on contiguous, continuous and common territory beyond all divisions
of kinship, caste and religious belief has united human beings living within
that territory into a single collectivity.
e) The mass society has aroused and enhanced individuality.
f) It has liberated the cognitive, appreciative and normal capacities of the
individuals.
g) It has diminished the sacredness of authority.
h) Larger elements of population have consciously learned to value the pleasure
of eye, ear, taste, touch and conviviality.
i) People make choices more freely in many spheres of life, and these choices
are not necessarily made for them by tradition and authority.
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j) The value of the experience of personal relationships is more widely
appreciated.
k) The individuality and its manifestation in personal relations are distinctly
present in mass society.
Blake and Haroldsen (1975) define certain conditions which characterize mass
society and relation between individuals in a mass society.
A mass society involves large masses of people numbering even into the hundreds of
millions. The members are dispersed over wide areas, instead of being concentrated
into compact local groups. It is strongly influenced by powerful bureaucratic
organisations. The social structure of a mass society is equalitarian in theory, if not in
practice. It is heterogeneous in religion, ethnic background, style of life and access to
position of power. Members respond to, and are participants in the phenomenon of
mass culture. They are anonymous individuals who know others within their local
social groups, but not other members, most often removed in space, in the mass
society itself by lack of access to primary relationships available to the members of
more traditional societies. Mass society is secular, its members having less veneration
for tradition than do members of older societies. A mass society has undergone a
complex technological development. Finally, an important part of the interaction in a
mass society occurs through the process of mass communication.
Shils observes that the mass society has taken form since the end of World War I in
the United States and also in Great Britain. France and Northern European Countries,
and japan. Some of it features have begun to appear in Eastern and Central Europe;
more incipiently and prospectively so, in Asian and African countries.
1.7 LEVELS OF CULTURE IN MODERN SOCIETY
With the advent and wide use of mass media, the culture, its complexion and
consumption have undergone a significant transformation. Dwight Macdonald (1957)
and Richard Chase (1958) propose a tripartite division of contemporary culture in the
modern society as high-brow, middle-brow and low-brow. The division is based on
different content, and consumption as a consequence of increased involvement of
modern mass media in the cultural transmission.
1.7.1 High-brow Culture
According to various authors, the high-brow culture or in short high-cult is the culture
of the elites and aristocrats. The high-brow culture is characterized by the seriousness
of subject matter, the acute penetration and coherence of its perceptions, the subtlety
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and wealth of its expressed feelings (Shils,1971). The media content is sometimes
widely attended to. It has the content that media critics feel is in better taste, is
morally uplifting, educational or is in some way inspiring (De Fleur,1971).
The content conforms to high aesthetic and superior literary standard. Such content is
championed by critics as the opposite of low-taste material, which they see as
distinctly objectionable. The stock of superior culture includes great works of poetry,
novels, philosophy, scientific theory and research, statues, paintings, serious music
compositions like classical music and their performance, the text and performance of
plays, history, economics, social and political analysis, architecture, works of
craftsmanship, and all art films.
The consumption of superior culture has never been large. The consumers are
mostly intellectuals that is, the persons whose who require intellectual preparation,
and application of high intellectual skills. This category includes teachers, scientists,
university students, writers, artists and members of learned professions, journalists,
higher civil servants, as well as scattering businessmen, engineers and army officers.
Consumers of refined culture are spread thin and are widely dispersed. Intellectual
training and later follow intellectual careers before entering into their particular
profession. Most of the elite members demonstrate their inclination for high culture
only attitudinally since the demands of their professions leave little time, strength or
sensitivity for the continued consumption of intellectual goods. Indeed, they remain
indifferent to superior culture, but advocate for it to gain respectability and public
image in society.
Regarding the production of high-brow cultural products it could be said that a
differentiated creative intelligentsia exists in the modern mass society as it exists in
the traditional one. They are for broader and far more extended. The productive
intelligentsia, as Edward Shils states is perhaps less intensely like-minded now than
in the past. This creative stratum is constantly reproducing superior culture goods and
increasing despite changes in the society, in the modes of financial support and in the
organization of intellectual life.
1.7.2 Middle-brow Culture:
It is the culture of philistines (the middle class) as per the contention of Mathew
Arnold, mediocre culture according to Shils and culture of pragmatists according to
De Vito.
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The Characteristic of middle-brow culture as observed by Shils is the works which do
not measure upto the standards employed in judging the works of superior culture.
The content is less original, more reproductive operates largely in the same genres as
superior culture, but some other which are not included in superior culture like the
musical comedy. De Fleur contends that the middle-brow culture content is by and
large non-debated and non-criticized. It is widely distributed and is also widely
attended to about which media critics say very little except when standard of
representation falls. It is not an issue in the debate over the impact of the media on the
masses. The content is not believed either to elevate or lower taste and is not seen as a
threat to moral standards. Television and radio weather reports, some news content,
music that is neither symphonic nor popular like Bhajans, Rabindrasangeetetc; many
magazines devoted to specilises interests, motion pictures, television serials, radio
plays using wholesome themes and such others enrich the stock of middle-brow
culture content.
Members of middle-class families, a handful of persons in rural areas and quite large
in numbers in urban locations, are principal consumers of mediocre culture. Their
consumption of traditional genre of superior culture is not large. On the contrary,
their education and associational background are not such as to enable them to
understand and appreciate the sophisticated culture of high standard. These people
having some education with moderate income and engaged in white-collar jobs, and
popular periodicals, bestselling novels, political books of transient interest, inferior
poetry, inspirational works and biographies. The films, radio and television provide
substance of their cultural consumption.
Regarding the production of middle-brow cultural products it could be noted that
alongside the creative intelligentsia, a much larger stratum of producers of mediocre
culture have grown. Some of them are creator of high and mediocre culture. While
still trying to reach the highest level, they are to live by producing for a less
discriminating public. Shils remarks: “The supply of high talent is limited; improved
methods of selection and training can somewhat increase it, but they cannot make it
limitless or coterminous with the population of any society. Hence, as members
expand, modern societies are forced to admit many persons whose endowments are
such as to permit only a mediocre performance in the creation and reproduction of
cultural works”. The popular press, radio, television and film have helped to deepen
and extend their ranks. The mediocre culture has relatively in high demand and so
producers engage themselves directly in the professional production of mediocre
culture by developing traditions, models and standards of their own. The demand and
consumption of their goods is large enough to make them attain an excellence and
bring them satisfaction and esteem. Edward Shils, however, has made a point with
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regards to the stress that operates at the conscience level of a producer of middlebrow culture:” The producer of mediocre culture is exposed to the standards of
superior culture, and s/he cannot entirely escape their pressure. If the prospers and
his/her colleagues on the level of superior culture do not, then s/he is guilt-ridden for
having „betrayed‟ higher standards for the sake of fleshpots.”
Often talents competent to produce high culture material when deliver mediocre
culture for wealth, name and face the same criticism as sited by shils, mostly from
those who are not competent to produce high culture goods.
1.7.3 Low-brow Culture
Edward Shils designates it as brutal culture and Mathew Arnold describes it as culture
of populace (the working class). Tocqueville (1951) terms it as democratic culture
and Bernard Rosenberg defined it as mass culture. Whatever be the terms used by
various authors, they will express this level as the culture of mass.
The industrial working class and rural population (of developed countries) together
consume mostly mass media transmitted brutal or low-brow culture, remarks
Edwards Shils. He adds that they consume almost nothing of the superior culture of
modern society and very little mediocre culture. Their favourite media culture is
communicated through crime films and television spectacles, paper-backs of
violence, pornographic literature and culture of the world of sports. The observation
Shils seems to be quite relevant to the social situation to which he belongs or some
familiar situations of which he has theoretical notion. These situations are mostly
located in the western world. The notion Shils appears to be less relevant to the Indian
situation in any way since large majority of the population living in rural India is
sparsly exposed to the mass media and therefore media communication with regard to
culture have not had access to the rural community. In contrast, folk culture is still
continuing as vigorously in the matter of its spread and impact in rural India.
However, industrial working class living in urban and rur-urban situations of India
form the principal consumer of low-brow culture. Besides, youth contributes both an
eager and profitable public which attracts the attention of mass media. The eagerness
of youth for consuming rarely the mediocre and mostly the low-brow culture is
universal.
Regarding production, it could be said that the low-brow culture has only recently
developed differentiated professional personnel. Even highly talented and competent
to reproduce high and middle-brow culture, for economic reasons, do not hesitate to
join those who produce cheap and low-taste cultural items.
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1.8 COMMUNICATION AND CULTURE
Human communication is product of continual and ongoing phases of development.
In the small villages of early ancestors, information sharing was largely conducted on
a face-to-face basis. The successive historical breakthroughs of print, telephone,
broadcasting, television and internet have progressively expanded the domain of
communication beyond the immediate cultural and geographic borders.
Correspondingly our identities today have expanded from social groups, ethnic
communities, cities, states and nations to incorporate factors that are no longer bound
by political, geographical, physical or cultural determinants. The relative ease of
global interaction-international business transactions political exchanges, education
and travel-has brought strangers from different parts of the globe into face-to-face
contact. This increased human interconnectedness requires us to communicate
competently with people whose cultures are different from our own, that is, to engage
in intercultural communication. However, this ability does not come naturally but
needs to be learned. We need to educate and equip ourselves with the capability to
communicate effectively and efficiently in our increasingly diverse society.
With continued advances in communication technology, improvements in
transportation systems, and rapid changes in the global economy and mass migration,
the world is becoming a smaller and more interconnected global village. Geographic
borders that used to separate people and country from country are receding. We now
find ourselves coming into contact with culturally different people in our workplaces,
stores, public places, neighbourhoods and Cyberspace. You may work side by side
with someone whose work habits and cultural practices are different from yours; you
may develop friendships with people who live on the other side of the globe, you may
negotiate a business contact with someone who views the world differently from the
way you do. Our culture governs our behaviour; however, our way of doing
something may be neither the only way nor the only right way. Different cultural
customs and practices need to be interpreted in their own contexts. In order to harness
the benefits of cultural diversity in our society, we need to develop sound knowledge
and skills in communicating with people from different culture. The study of
intercultural communication equips us with the necessary knowledge and dynamic
skills to manage differences efficiently and effectively only by competently
interacting with others who are culturally different from us can our global village will
survive.
1.8.1 Communication and culture are inseparable
Culture is a code we learn and share, and learning and sharing require communication
culture and communication, therefore, mutually influence one another, producing
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different behavioural patterns in different contexts. Culture influences how we adopt
and learn, our perception of reality, language patterns, habits, customs, expectations,
norms and roles -in other words, it shapes what we do, how we look, what we say and
how we say it communication and culture are inseparable. One implication of this
insight, as Dodd (1998) has noted, is that culture generates symbols, rituals, customs
and formats. In Western cultures the symbols for success include an individual‟s
acquisition of degrees, promotions, certificates, material objects, and technology. In
other cultures, the achievements of the primary group are more important than those
of individuals. Cultural misunderstandings occur when we fail to match symbols and
a communication system to a culture.
Here is an example, as a cultural practice, a Chinese technician in a joint venture
factory might express some doubt over how to fix a machine breakdown. When
interacting with his American manager who is supposed to be more knowledgeable
than the technician; however, the technician‟s hesitation might be (mis) interpreted by
his American manager as lack of confidence or ability. Many cultural imprints are
subtle and elusive, if not beyond conscious recognition, but we tend to become more
aware of the cultural rules governing our behavior when we interact with culturally
different others. Communication involves sharing, like sharing a meal or experiencewhat is shared and understood in the communication process is meaning. Difficulties
may arise when we try to share meaning with people whose communication
behaviours are governed by cultural rules that are different from our own.
1.8.2 The Complex Link
The intricate link between culture and communication can be illustrated in a number
of ways. In the first place, culture teaches us significant rules, rituals and procedures,
such as our orientation towards time, the perceived degree of power distance, our
tolerance of uncertainty, how to dress, when and what to eat and how to work. The
overall process of learning is called socialization, which refers to the process by
which we develop a sense of proper and improper behaviourand communication
within the confines of those cultural rules. Think of one of many thousands of rules
your culture or your family may have taught you. As a young child when you went to
dinner at a friend‟s house, your mother probably told you that before you leave, you
should tank the hostess and say that the food was very nice and you enjoyed it very
much. In this way, you consciously learned the rules of politeness. Politeness,
however, may involve very different rules: in more traditional homes within Slovenia
(part of the former Yugoslavia), guests are greeted with bread and salt to show that
they are a part of the family. What is polite or rude or expected all fall under the
rubric of rules, rituals, and procedures taught by our culture? These rules very
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important: they are the means by which we determine inclusion and self-worth and
they help to define the boundaries between „us‟ and „them‟.
More than simply determining and teaching the „rules‟ culture cultivates and
reinforces beliefs and values. Our core understandings of the world are taught in a
cultural context. Consequently, we develop culturally reinforced approaches to
thoughts and beliefs about the world. These beliefs and values are reflected in our
communication behaviours. For example, Australian culture teaches people the values
of a „fair-go‟-independence, privacy, competition, „mate ship‟ and directness. „Fair
enough‟- common Australian expression-reveals the value placed on equality in this
specific cultural context. In reflecting these values, the Australian communication
style trends to be more direct. For example, it is common for two people to confront
each other to „sort things out‟ in the instance of interpersonal conflict. In an Asian
context, however a third party might be brought in to act as an intermediary to resolve
conflict. This communication style avoids a direct confrontation and losing face and
reflects the values of harmony, non-competitiveness and loyalty to superiors in Asian
culture. Both the Asian and Australian approaches are valid within their cultural
context and serve to highlight the impact of cultural beliefs and values on
communication behaviour.
Furthermore, culture teaches us how to develop relationships with others. Any
communication event establishes a certain relationship. Initiating and maintaining
relationships with others is one of the most necessary and challenging functions of
with others we receive feedback that we use to assess ourselves. The relationships
formed in a cultural context generate a dynamic of roles and expectations. Where to
stand, how far to stand from each other, when to talk to others, when to visit, when to
call/not to call people at home and the level of formality in language are all highly
influenced by the nature of the relationship between communicators. According to
Yum (1988), East Asian cultures tend to foster long term interpersonal relationship
characterized by complementary social reciprocity. In this type of relationship, people
always feel indebted to others. For example, the Chinese saying “to return a drop of
kindness with a fountain of kindness” indicates how important it is for someone to
return a favour in a social interaction. On the other hand, North America culture does
not treat commitments or obligations as important element as do East Asian cultures.
Instead, they consider complementary relationships as threat to freedom or autonomy.
Hence it is common to see westerners split the bill when having a dinner together
with friends.
Our verbal non-verbal behaviours reflect or cultural imprints. Each culture respects a
particular communication style. Features such as loudness, pitch, rate, turn taking and
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gestures characterize communication behaviours and vary considerably across
cultures. If you buy clothes from a market stall in Hong Kong, you have to be
prepared to engage in intensive bargaining-this must be odd and hard. Hence the
stereotypical perception is that Asians are good at haggling over prices. In the United
States it would seem unusual to see two male friends kissing in public; in Peru this
would be perceived as commonplace. Communication shows us that we are alike and
we are different. We are similar in that each of us experiences the same feelings such
as anger, joy and sadness and anxiety.
However, how we display those feelings is governed by culture. In this way our
unique culture experiences and habits keep us apart. Communication is subjective, so
symbols do not mean the same thing to every person. Misunderstandings occur
because we do not understand each other‟s cultural rules governing communication
behaviour.
1.8.3 The Interactive Model
Communication involves people, messages channels, encoding, decoding, feedback
and noise. People are the sources and receivers (or encoders and decoders) of
messages. Communication occurs in a particular context which potentially affects
every element of the communication process. Communication is the vehicle by which
people initiate, maintain and terminate their relationships with others. Although you
may spend a great deal of your time engaging in communication, you may still find
that you do not communicate as successfully as you might wish. Messages are subject
to interpretation and, hence to distorted meanings. Our past experience becomes an
inventory consisting of values, sets of expectations and preconceptions about the
consequences of acting one way or another. The receiver‟s background of experience
and learning may differ enough from that of the source to produce significantly
different perceptions and evaluations of the topic under discussion. Such differences
form a basic barrier to communication. The key to successful intercultural
communication is to recognize differences and adjust our communication behaviour
according to context and communicators.
Intercultural communication can occur at different levels, from interpersonal to group
organizational and mass communication. The interactive model is more applicable in
the context of intercultural communication.
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(Schram‟s interactive model of communication)
Wilbur Schramm (1971) was one of the first challenge the mathematical models of
Shannon and Weaver. He conceived of decoding and encoding as activities
maintained simultaneously by sender and receiver; he also made provisions for a twoway interchange of messages. Even mass communication is two-way process. For
example, media organisations may examine audience ratings to gauge the design of
their programmes. In this sense, both the audience and media organisations are
senders and receivers. The strength of Schramm‟s model is that it provided the
additional notion of a field experience for the interactions. The model includes
context and postulates that a message may be different in meanings, depending on the
specific context. Overall, Schramm‟s model, while it is less linear, still only accounts
for bilateral communication between two parties. Complex multiple levels of
communication across several sources are beyond its scope.
Following Schramm communication scholars such as Everett Rogers and Thomas
Steinfatt (1999) put forward a more elaborate interactive model, based on their
understanding of communication as process through which participants create and
share meaning in order to reach a mutual understanding. One of the major changes
human communication scholars made to Schramm‟s model was to emphasize the
subjectivity of communication. When the source and receivers are individuals instead
of machines, their perceptions, paradigms and past experiences inevitably filter the
encoding and decoding process. The subjectivity is one reason why the receivers
seldom decode a message into exactly the same meaning that the source has in mind
when encoding the message. Furthermore, the participants exert mutual control over
the process rather than serving as either the active source or the passive receiver. This
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principle communication applies as much to intercultural communication as it does to
other types of human communication exchange. Advocates of the interactive model
of communication systems operate within the confines of cultural rules and
expectations: a message may have different meanings associated with it depending on
the culture in which it is sent and/or received.
In this chapter, we adopt the interactive model proposed by Roggers andSteinfalt to
explain the intercultural communication phenomena. This model replaces the terms
„sender‟ and „receiver‟ with „communicators‟; in addition, it incorporates
communicators perception into the model. This model represents communication as
process of creating and sharing meaning in order to reach a mutual understanding.
The process itself is influenced by communicators‟ perceptions of the context and
each of other.
The model also theorises each communication action as building upon the previous
experience of the communicators and as having consequences for future
communication. A number of theories in intercultural communication (e,g
communication accommodation theory) share the assumptions of the interactive
model. The model reflects well the dynamic nature of the communication process as
well as the potential influence of perceived cultural differences on the communication
process.
1.8.4 The cultural linkage
Communication and culture are closely bound together, virtually; all communications
engaged in by human beings are culturally linked. Even when we engage in
intrapersonal communication-that communication which takes place consciously or
unconsciously within each of us –our own cultural background affects all our actions
and reactions.
Communication and culture are ongoing process without precise beginnings or
endings. Much of our communication, intrapersonal or interpersonal occurs whether
or not we wish it. We really have no choice except to communication. It is an aspect
of being animate. Similarly, we have relatively little choice about much of our
cultural background or heritage. We are always both unconsciously and consciously
cultural communicators.
1.8.5 All of us are cultural communicators
While communication and culture are essentially developed by happenings without
regard to the wishes of individuals, it is also true that, parts of the individual‟s
communicative and cultural developments are consciously planned or intended. A
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major feature of humanness is symbol-building, symbol-manipulating and symbol
using function which we all share together. Although we are not often conscious of
all that has helped to develop us as specific cultural beings, we do have power to
choose consciously various goals when we communicate and frequently we intend to
influence others in our own distinct cultural way. We also have various symbols
which can be used in such conscious and planned communication that demonstrate
our own cultural identity as we desire. That‟s why we are always both consciously
and unconsciously cultural communicators.
Culture transcends time and space, but it is also affected by time and space. The age
in which a person lives, the locality, the climate, the geography and many other
factors deeply influence the way in which s/he communicates and develops as a
cultural being. The rich variety of human character as it has evolved in different time
sequences and localities is a feature which both unites and pulls us apart from each
other.
Unfortunately, despite the closest cultural affinities, communication breakdowns and
cultural distortions are still more frequent than exceptions. It seems to be in the nature
of human beings to seek unity and disorder simultaneously. Conflict and struggle
appear to be the major components of the human conditions. Sometimes the more
dissimilar the members of two cultures are, the more likely there will be serious
communication breakdowns and cultural distortions which definitely would aggravate
tension.
1.8.6 Great human documents
Cultural norms and values are developed by great human documents such as The
Vedas and Upanishads, The Bhagwad Gita, The Ramayana, The Mahabharata, The
old and The Testaments, The Ten commandments, The Bible, The Quran, The
Twelve Tables of the Romans, The Magnacarta, The bill of Rights, The Declarations
of American Independence, The constitutions of various countries and many other
religious, moral, literary, philosophical and artistic landmarks of human history.
Without any fundamental values and norms to guide human lives, civilizations would
be in perpetual chaos and could not have survived as long as they have. The great
human documents have always influenced the human behaviour. The life span of the
human race would be seriously short without these great documents.
Despite the necessary unifying factors keeping the humankind from total chaos,
humans cannot live with total order or total disorder, but must seek a measure of
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existence somewhere in between. It is this in between stage that identifies us as
cultural communicators.
We are affected culturally by our civilizations histories; by our national and societal
institutions; by the technology we have invented by geographical boundaries; by our
cities and towns; by the media; by our family ties and by our individual growth and
developments respectively.
In some ways, everyone in the world is alike, but at the same time, no two persons in
the world are same. Obviously, the more alike we are those who we communicate
with, the more ideally we ought to be able to communicate effectively. Generally
speaking, the more dissimilar we are, the more likely our culturally-tainted
communication will cause stress, conflict and breakdown. The conflict and
breakdown may occur at a variety of levels because of misperceptions related to our
linguistic and non-linguistic codes, our attitudes, values and thought-patterns. The
causes of such conflicts and communication breakdowns and their remedies make the
study of intercultural communication as one of the most significant subjects and
requires careful attention by all of us.
The practical result may be that while it is not probable that we will become universal
communicators, we will at least learn to become effective cultural communicators to
the extent it may be possible and will come to know better who are in the context of
human life, culture and civilization that we belong to.
1.5.7The shared symbolic environment
The word communication is derived from the Latin word „communico‟ or
„communicare‟ which means not just sending messages but also sharing facts ideas,
opinion and emotions. Therefore, communication is a social process and the countless
ways in which human beings keep I touch with one another. The communication may
be verbal, nonverbal, written, audio-visual etc. in the act of communication the
message is shared, reacted and non-reacted. When there is active communication, the
effort for interaction, interchange, dialogue and mutual understanding.
Communication pre-supposes a shared symbolic environment and a social
relationship among those who participate in it, leading to social interaction. The
messages in the shared environment could not only be oral, non-verbal, written,
visual, and olfactory. But could also be the laws, customs, practices, ways of
dressings, gestures, buildings, flags, gardens, exhibits, parks etc. language and body
synthesizers, which are culture specific are essential components of messages. People
in communication define the various types of societies and groups. Their
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characteristics depend on the modes of communication they possess, media usages,
rituals, and signs of personal relationships.
1.8.8 We live in communication
The traditional concept of communication is that we use communication to express
our inner purposes, attitudes and feelings to describe events and objects of the
external world; to produce „sharing‟ between the speaker and the audience addressed.
Another view is that; patterns of social communication constitute the world as we
know it to be. It is a primary social purpose. There is a premise that we live in
communication rather than outside it and use it for our own purposes.
In the age of communication is that revolution, communication is far more important
and central for human condition than ever before realized. There is a recognition that
multiple forms of communication exist in the contemporary human society. These
forms are not neutral or value-free. They are alternative forms of being human. Each
qualitatively different form of communication affords a particular array of
opportunities and a set of problems.
To communicate actively or passively is one of the basic needs. We talk of Basic
Minimum Needs (BMN) of food, clothing, shelter, education and
health. But the
right to communicate whether actively or passively is the essential basic need.
Communication is the locus of forces, through which persons create and manage
social realities. Social reality includes the concept of self, community, institutions and
cultures. Through communication we create the concept of SELF-who we are, we
create relationships within the community and build institutions. We communicate to
act together to create and recreate community relationships. Relationships exist as
well as managed within a culture. Human communication is not only always getting
the accuracy of transmission but also of social reality creation.
1.8.9 Communication Perspective
Any form of social action can be shown to be communication. But it may be argued
that communication is better understood as a perspective or context from which any
act may be examined and understood. It is not that communication occurs by
speaking rather than sleeping, by listening rather than walking away or by
broadcasting a radio and TV programme rather than burning a bus by the irate mob.
One may communicate eloquently by sleeping-some do it in a prolonged meeting
situation. One may communicate by walking away or by falling silent.
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The assumption is that any action has a message value. One cannot NOT
communicate. Whatever one does or does not do CAN BE looked at from a
communication perspective. From the communication perspective, human actions are
seen as the process by which persons collectively maintain social reality. Human
beings simultaneously live in a symbolic universe (social reality) and are engaged in
sequences of interactions with their environment and with other people. They actively
strive to create coherent stories drawing from the „resources‟ of their social reality
and from the practices in which they are engaged with others. They tell themselves
stories that explain and guide their performance in practices and they enact stories
that exemplify and test their resources.
When meanings of actions, both of one‟s own and others are made transparent that
increases the possibility of communication. Thus from this perspective, many social
actions that otherwise would not be defined as instances of communication are shown
to be powerful means of creating and managing social reality. For example, consider
public works and legislation; from communication perspective both powerfully
express and construct social realities of the masses and the government themselves.
1.8.10 Inter-cultural sensitivity
To be successful, you must be sensitive to cultural differences as you communicate
with people around the world and within your own organization. The cultural
diversity of an organization affects how its messages are conceived, composed,
delivered and interpreted. Employment opportunities are everywhere for a person
who has good inter-cultural communication skills.
For example, a diverse workforce in a modern business organization brings with it a
wide range of skills, traditions, backgrounds, experiences, outlooks and attitudes
towards work that can affect employee behaviour on the job. Supervisors must be
able to communicate with and motivate these diverse employees while fostering
cooperation and harmony.
Today‟s workforce in an industry is increasingly made up of people who differ in
race, gender, age, culture, family, structure, religion language and educational
backgrounds. Basic language barriers often prevent people from understanding one
another, but the potential for problems goes beyond differences in the language. In
one company an immigrated employee was inadvertently making some female coworkers uncomfortable by asking personal questions about their hairstyles and nosepiercing. His questions were innocent, but because of his cultural background, he
could not see the invisible boundary that his colleagues had built around their
personal lives. Experiences like these are just one of the reasons that Sheraton Hotels
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and many others companies offer their employee classes that help them understand
and accept cultural differences.
As you can imagine, communication is strongly affected by culture. You can improve
your ability to communicate effectively across cultures by recognizing cultural
differences and overcoming your ethnocentrism-the tendency to judge all other
groups according to your own groups standard, behaviours and customs and making
such comparisons, people too often decide that their group is superior. One must first
understand one‟s own culture deeply, so that s/he will be able to understand in which
respects other cultures vary from that her/his own.
Two trends contributing to the rapidly increasing importance of inter-cultural
communication in the workplace are the market globalization and the multi-cultural
workforce. Market globalization is the increasing tendency of the world to act as one
market. Technological advances in travel and tele-communications are the driving
force behind market globalization.
For instance, new communication technologies allow teams from all over the world to
work on projects and share information without leaving their desks. At the same
advanced technologies allow manufacturers to produce their goods in foreign
locations that offer an abundant supply of low-cot labour.
In the global marketplace, natural boundaries and national borders have disappeared,
for the most part as more and more domestic markets open to worldwide competition
as businesses look for new growth opportunities for their goods and services.
Business need to promote multi-cultural work environment for global
competitiveness. This means respecting different cultures, values, workstyles and
backgrounds. To be successful you must also have patience and sincere desire for
understanding others, no matter what business you are in.
Information and communication technology and speed at which people travel today,
has turned put the whole world into a global village. The globe is composed of a
myriad of cultures. There should be good understanding among people belonging to
different cultures. Then only all the people in the global village will be able to live
enriched lives. Inter-cultural communication will greatly contribute to international
understanding.
Recognizing cultural differences helps one to avoid sending inappropriate signal
signals and helps you correctly interpret the signals from others an important step
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towards improving inter-cultural sensitivity. But simple recognition is not enough.
Being aware of the cultural differences is only the first step in improving your intercultural communication. To achieve inter-cultural sensitivity one with cultural
flexibility.
1.9 CONCLUSION
The very meaning of culture established itself as a social institution to be reckoned
with in the life of an individual as a member of his own group in the civil society.
Culture is not the single most important institution but also the foundation on which
all other institutions of a society stand.
The propagation of culture is intimately linked with communication and socialization.
Both communication and culture develop together. They are tied very much to each
other. We cannot understand one without understanding the other. Communication
needs and practices. Communication, culture, language, society and civilization are
intimately linked to one another.
Socialization comes through learnings. It beings in the family, in the schools,
churches, workplaces and continues till one ends the lifecycle. Communication
provides a fund of knowledge, expertise and social skills that enable people to operate
as effective members of the society. It also generates awareness, provides direction
and opportunities to activity participate in life. Instruction, education and
socialization as a whole is one of the major functions of communications
The media of communication function in transmitting the social heritage. This is
socialization or social learning. The communication media indicate what should be
the attitude and behaviour of the people towards preservation of social heritage. The
communication media take teacher‟s role. The media educate the people towards
better living and preserving the traditions that are good for the society. Socialization
process helps unifying the society by providing at least some common base of norms,
values and collective experiences. The communication media impart lessons on all
that people should learn. We are taught how to dress up for different occasions, the
proper ways to eat, what a wholesome meal should consist of, how to hold discussion
of=r conversation, how to respond to people of different national or racial groups,
how to behave in strange places and so on. Therefore, the role that the communication
media in imparting education both in-school and out-of-school nature has greater
significance.
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Communication in all forms-intrapersonal, inter-personal, group, public,
organizational and mass communication-contributes to socialization or social
learning. This causes propagation of culture to a very large extent. It has been
observed that a culture is created by a group of humans to establish some order in
their society and to make their lives secure. Culture helps each person develop a
schedule for her/his own life. Culture helps the members of a group know what to
expect in certain situations. Once culture has been shaped and established by a group,
in turn it shapes the minds of its members. In other words, first the humans have a
hold on their culture, and then their culture has hold on them.
A person‟s culture influences his communication behaviour both interpersonally and
through the media. Discounting the popular belief that movies speak a universal
language, one movie critic says: “technology is not value-free. To some extent
different technologies dictate the way in which we see the world, the record and
interpret “reality” and the way they influence the types of codes we use to
communicate a message.”
Culture sets boundaries for those behaviours that need controls and those that need to
be free. Culture sets ways to reward approved behaviours and this encouragement is
not without reasons. Cultures evolve and survive only if they develop effective
methods of propagating and reinforcing their beliefs and values and communication is
the vehicle for reinforcing those expectations. In fact, communication is expectation
oriented. When a person communication and expectation are culturally trained
behaviours. Fulfilment of expectations is the end product of the communication
process.
As an academic area inter-cultural communication may be defined as the study of
different cultures aimed at fulfilling certain cultural expectations.
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1.10 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. What do you mean role of communication in culture?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. Define the characteristics of culture?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Define the cultural changes arises due to communication?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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UNIT-2

UNDERSTANDING POPULAR CULTURE

Unit Structure
2.1 Learning Objectives
2.2 Introduction
2.3 Characteristics of mass culture as popular culture
2.4 Mass culture as popular entertainment
2.5 Mass culture in India
2.6 Conclusion
2.7 Check Your Progress
2.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
The objective of this unit is to understand mass culture and popular culture
disseminated by media. After completion of this unit you will able to know:
 Mass culture as a form of entertainment.
 Impact of mass media in human culture
 Mass culture in India
2.2 INTRODUCTION
The mass media are largely responsible for what we call either „mass culture‟ or
„popular culture‟, and they have colonized the cultural forms in the process. The most
widely disseminated and enjoyed symbolic culture of our time is what flows in
abundance by way of the media of films, television, newspapers, mobile phone ,
video and so on.
There is little possibility of distinguishing an elite from a mass taste, since nearly
everyone is attracted to some of the diverse elements of popular media culture. Taste
will always differ, and varying criteria of assessment can be applied, but we should at
least accept the media culture of our time as an accomplished fact and treat it on its
own terms.
The term mass culture is likely to remain in circulation, but the alternative form
„popular culture‟ (meaning essentially „culture which is popular‟ –much enjoyed by
many people) seems preferable and no longer carries a pejorative association.
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Popular culture in this sense is a hybrid product of numerous and never ending efforts
for expression in a contemporary idiom aimed at reaching people and capturing a
market, and an equally active demand by people for what Fiske (1987) would call
meaning and pleasure.
The emergence of mass culture or popular culture was related to the development of
mass society and the advent of mass media. It has been propounded that in the ancient
world, thread a dichotomous structure. A few powerful, noble, refined, rich propertied
and educated persons pursued refined and high culture. They formed the superior part
of the society. The other part, indeed the large populace, was powerless, ignorant,
credulous, primitive, superstitious, property less poor, uneducated or least educated.
They built the enormous inferior part of the society and folk culture which were
transmitted through oral means. These two classes were socially far apart from one
another.
During the early stages of the French Revolution, the rise of liberal bourgeois society
synchronized with the proclamation of principle of „culture and education for all‟ to
create a civilized, responsible and create mankind. The growth of the politics of
freedom, body politic of democracy, spread of education and later the advent of mass
media not only initiated human development on different lines but also transformed
the traditional society into mass society and traditional folk culture into mass culture.
As John Stuart Mill (1861) points out: “Formerly, different ranks, different
neighbourhoods, different trades and professions lived in what might be called
different world; at present in a great degree, in the same they now read the same
things, listen to same things, see the same things, go to same places, have their hopes
and fears to the same objects, have the same rights and liberties and same means of
ascertaining them”.
This was the implication of the theory of democratic culture which in effect expressed
the masses of culture and indicate its new dimensions.Bennet and Tumin (1949) mass
culture as a set of shared ideas and behaviour patterns that cross cut socioeconomic
lines and sub-cultural groupings within a complex society. These commonly shared
ideas and behaviours pattern serve as points of reference and identification for
members of the society. By many then, mass culture or popular culture is viewed as
kind of least common denominator and as a film hiding the diversity beneath.
2.3 CHARACTERISTICS OF MASS CULTURE AS POPULAR CULTURE
Mass culture is often referred to by various authors as popular culture. Whereas
popular culture flourishes, exists and is transmitted by the mass media, the classical
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(high art) and true folk art, on the other hand, do not depend upon mass
communication for their development, transmission and existence. Here lies the
distinction between the relationship of mass media with mass or popular culture and
major strains of cultural heritage.
George N. Gordon (1969) noted the following characteristics of mass or popular
culture by summarizing the text of Earnest Van den Haag:
a) Production and consumption of culture are separated; culture is primarily a
spectator sports.
b) Mass production standardizes a product to please average taste and these
tastes determine the nature of the output
c) Power to bestow prestige and success rests with masses rather than the
cultural elite; high culture is interesting only as gossips concerning celebrated
artists.
d) The mass requires distraction from life: thrills, sentimentality and escapism;
the bulk of mass or popular culture deals in these qualities.
e) Popularity and popular approval become the dominant moral and aesthetic
standards in art and subsequently in life itself.
f) The lure of markets diverts potential talent from the creation of art; because
commercial artists know this, they their „sell-out‟ to the „cult of golden calf‟.
g) Excessive communication tends to isolate people from one another and from
real experience; fabricated experiences are „realer‟ than life almost spiritual
for many.
h) Since mass or popular culture serves the average tastes, it tends to reshape all
art-past and present-to meet the expectations and demands of the masses.
i) The total effect of mass culture is to militate against the individual‟s
confrontation with a potential life of boredom.
2.4 MASS CULTURE AS POPULAR ENTERTAINMENT
We understand from Mendelsohn (1966) that a major aspect of mass culture is
entertainment for mass. Entertainment derived from the mass media of
communication such as television, radio, the cinema, popular novels, newspapers,
magazines and now from social media. Mass entertainment is centred on two aspects
as noted by Blake and Haroldson (1975):
a) The attempt is to attract as large an audience as possible. This appeal to many
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socioeconomic groupings produces as heterogeneous audience; hence
producers of mass entertainment place emphasis upon exploitation of common
denominators of shared tastes within this „mass‟.
b) The term „entertainment‟ is meant that activity which provides pleasurable
diversion irrespective of any social message or value that may be associated
with it.
It may therefore, be said that the mass or popular culture is highly competent to
entertain the mass audience and help the individuals to escape the hard reality of the
everyday life in this turbulent world and to be relieved from tension. But in the
process, they are exploited by the producers of mass entertainment by lowering their
tact‟s for financial gain at the expense of their time and money. This debate continues
till today. Some are apprehensive of the damaging outcome the spread of the mass or
popular culture, its ever increasing use in sales promotion and its fast falling
standards. Some other find no such harm by mass or popular culture and consider it as
inevitable in the age of social transformation and vigorous expansion of media in the
world.
The Culture Debate
The culture debate is mostly centred around the effect of mass communication on the
culture in highly industrialized countries like the United States, Japan, Germany,
England and such other countries in Europe and America. Knowledge about this is
important because of globalization.
Universal BehaviourManifestation
The position with regard to mass communication in highly industrialized developed
countries has been well illustrated by Mendelsohn (1966). Almost every individual
listens to radio, watches television, reads magazines and newspapers or attends
motion picture theatres. Thus, mass entertainment as form of social activity represents
a behavioural manifestation that is nearly universal. Cell phones and Internet are the
new entrants in mass entertainment.
Induce Vulgarization
Bernard Rosenberg (1957) believe that mass media present a major threat to a
person‟s autonomy. The transmission of mass media culture has made a bad situation
nearly desperate. No art form, no body of knowledge, withstand vulgarization.
Rosenberg‟s principal contention is that mass communication has induced
vulgarization in culture.
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Valuable fare for millions
David manning white admits that there are aspects of mass or popular culture that are
banal, dehumanizing and downright ugly, but he points out, in defence of mass
culture, that even though the media are big business and must show a profit, they
bring valuable fare to millions. He further comments that art was no more important
to the mass of people than the goings-on at Paris Garden in London.
Pre-digest art for commoners
Alexis de Tocqueville (1951) vies mass culture as democratic culture, is the culture of
mass in democratic society. He argues that a democracy cannot develop a culture if
high quality and unquestioned merit due to profit motive. His notion implies that in
democratic society the people have liberty to choose the goods for their consumption.
Commoners prefer to consumer pre-digested art when they have the choice.
Obviously, producers of art tilt toward production of banal and superficial art material
for satisfying mass of individuals to make profit. After all producers also have the
democracies. Tocqueville remarks that in aristocracies a few pictures are produced; in
democratic countries a vast number of insignificant one. In the former, statues are
raised in bronze; in the latter, they are modelled in plaster.
Drives and folk art
Dwight MacDonald (1963) states that all the great cultures of the past were elite
cultures. Mass culture homogenises all culture and debases the entire culture
spectrum. For the appeals and the rewards, mass culture and folk culture art. The
strength of mass culture in driving the great art gradually has also not escaped the
attention of MacDonald as it has not remained unseen by Tocqueville, MacDonald
argues that there seems to be Gresham‟s Law in cultural as drives out the good, since
it is more easily understood and enjoyed.
Covers widest human area
Walt Whitman has been quoted by rivers et al (1971-72) in arguing for clean break
with the art of aristocratic nations and demand for a programme of culture, drawn out,
not for a single class alone, but a programme, or theory or a scope generous enough to
include the widest human area. Whitman by arguing over such scope has rendered his
support for the democratic culture. Gilbert Seldes (1950) in his „The Great Audience‟
has echoed the call for democratic culture given by Whitman in the nineteenth
century.
Corrupts and sterilize the heritage
Earnest Van den Haag (1971) may be considered a strong critic of mass culture. He
highlights most important aspects of mass culture: the corruption and sterilization of
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the heritage of past. His principal grievance against mass culture is that it gradually
destroys folk culture.
Provides crude aesthetic awakening
Shils (1971) seems to be quite tolerant of the brute culture-the term he used
alternatively for mass culture. He finds „kitsch‟ to represent aesthetic sensibility as
aesthetic inspiration, untutored, rude and deformed. It evidenced the indication of a
crude aesthetic wakening in classes which previously accepted what was handed
down to them or who had practically no aesthetic expression and reception. Remarks
of Shils invited sharp criticism by no less a person than Earnest Van den Haag.
The culture debate may reveal that there are stack difference between the critics-those
who argue that only an aristocratically oriented culture is viable and those who
contend that there is a deep need for democratic culture. But in one aspect they all are
united and that is in the criticism of the mass media. Rivers et al (1971) think that
there is a logic behind such criticism. Mass culture would not be so overwhelming if
the media were no so pervasive. And, were the rewards of the mass media not so
alluring to the producers as well as the consumers, mass culture would not find it easy
to subvert High culture and Folk Art. The strong effect of mass media a culture finds
revelation in the theory of Marshall McLuhan- „The Medium is the message‟.
His theory contends that the media change the very nature of the culture, root and
branch. McLuhan does not deny that the content of the information communicated
has an effect as stressed by most authors from the sociological point of view. But
McLuhan holds that changes that changes in technology are that root causes of
change in cultural perspective. McLuhan‟s mechanistic approach in viewing the
strength of media in the cultural transmission and transformation cannot be underrated.
We may now need to sum up the most debatable issue of this age of communication
to mass-the feature of mass or popular culture and its impact on the society. Giner
(1976) has done this for us in the light of the statements of critics and media workers
in the field of mass communication.
a) The folk culture has ceased to exist: The mass culture has taken its place:
The folk culture possessed a distinct degree of authenticity and inherent
worthy of aesthetic quality or philosophical meaning, couched in mythical
modes of thought and reasonable inherited wisdom. It was never sold, never
imposed and was ever conveyed by the majority people themselves. This state
of affair came to a rapid end with the eruption of the masses onto the political
stage and as consequence of mass media with disastrous cultural effects.
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b) Mass culture exists and is determined in its content by the mass media of
communication. The formative powers in the media are the media themselves.
Therefore, media convey a kind of culture which has attributes of its own.
These attributes are created and conditioned by the media and produce the
mass media culture consumable by mass.
c) The standardization demanded by the media forces homogenisation into
mass culture content.
Mass media must treat people as mass, no matter how stratified and culturally
differentiated a society may be. Low quality in cultural content is, therefore,
the direct outcome of the very structure of the technological means of cultural
communication to the lowest common denominator.
d) Mass culture is essentially marketable.
Culture is now only a commodity to be sold to as broad an audience as
possible. The merchants of mass culture, its promotersi.e. businessmen,
commercial artists, media technicians look at the mass as prospective
customers of their culture goods. Aesthetic criteria thus vanish, and success is
measured only by the number of potential purchasers and the extent of
income.
e) Mass culture is mediocre and vulgar.
By virtue of their commercial and technological bases the media cannot be
serious and can only after trivial and vulgar messages to masses ever thirsty
for fun and escape.
f) Mass culture is immoral.
All conceivable aspects of brutality and corruption are fed to the audience by
the mass media system under the invariable pretext that „that is what the
public wants‟. Violence occupies a large part of mass culture. Serious material
is interrupted by light entertainment and entertaining advertisements. This is
further source of trivialization and moral confusion.
g) Mass culture is psychologically harmful.
Mass media are considered to be the impersonal agents of socialization. There
is a causal nexus between the culture they convey and the new form of
delinquency and a moral behaviour that have appeared in the society,
exposure to the flood of mass culture messages may serve to narcotize rather
than energise the average reader, listener and viewer.
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h) Mass culture is manipulative.
The merchants of mass culture invariably manipulate the needs of the people
in order to sell their entertaining products or their political ideas. Mass culture
exploits rather than satisfies the culture needs of the masses for political
reasons as in socialist countries and for commercial reasons as in democratic
countries.
i) Mass culture has split the world of culture
A difference in depth and originality between „high‟ and „folk‟ culture has
always existed before the advent of the mass media. With the appearance of
mass media in the culture front, traditional culture was gradually engulfed by
mass culture. It‟s somewhat refined form appeared as middle-brow culture in
which merged high-class „Kitsch‟ a degenerated part of the high-cult under
severe pressure of mass culture. The split is, therefore, complete largely under
the strong influence of mass media culture.
j) Mass culture is not culture.
Everything in mass culture is alien to any kind of genuine culture. Real culture
has, therefore, vanished and what is left in its stead is only the big lie of
prefabricated make believe. The mass culture is only made up of mediocre
dreams and short-lived thrills and pleasure.

k) Mass culture is inherent to mass society
Mass culture breaks down old barriers of class, tradition and taste and
eliminates all cultural distinctions. It mixes and scrambles anything together
and produce what may be called homogenized culture. It does neither precede
mass society, nor is it super imposed on it. Mass culture or popular culture us
the characteristic of mass society.
2.5 MASS CULTURE IN INDIA
The foregone discussion has enlightened us to postulate that mass communication in
any country may influence the culture pattern depending on how forceful it is on
superficial aspects of culture, how the people are tied with their traditions, values and
beliefs and to what extent the people are exposed to mass communication and to what
extent they are selective to its various programmes.
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It is argued that mass culture in in India, that is mass media culture, has not yet taken
the complexion that is usually referred to in the context of mass media culture in the
Western World.
It may be concluded that the mass media culture in India isn‟t more crude in form and
content as it is in the developed countries. It is still now an urban phenomenon.
2.6 CONCLUSION
The typical content which flowed through the newly created channels to the new
mass audience was from the start a very diverse mixture of stories, images,
information, ideas, entertainment and spectacles. Even so, the single concept „mass
culture‟ was commonly used to refer to all this. Mass culture had a wider reference to
the tastes, preferences, manners and styles of the mass (or just the majority) of
people. It also once had a generally negative connotation, mainly because of its
association with the assumed cultural preferences of „uncultivated‟ nondiscriminating or just lower-class audiences.
The term is now quite dated, partly because class differences are less sharply drawn
or clearly acknowledged and they no longer separate an educated professional
minority from large, poor and ill-educated working-class majority. It is also the case
that the former hierarchy of „cultural-taste‟ is no longer widely accepted.
Even when in fashion, the idea of mass culture as an exclusively „lower-class‟
phenomenon was not empirically justified, since it referred to the normal cultural
experience of almost everyone to some degree (Wilensky-1964). The expression
„popular culture‟ is now generally preferred because it simple denotes what many or
even most people like. It may also have some connotation of what is popular with the
young in particular.
More recent developments in media and cultural studies have led to a positive
evaluation of popular culture. For some media theorists (e.g Fiske-1987), the very
fact of popularity is a token of value in political as well as cultural terms.
The new urban industrial working class of Western Europe and North America were
the first consumers of the new mass culture after being cut off from the roots of folk
culture. No doubt the mass media drew on some popular cultural streams and adopted
others to the conditions of urban life to fill the cultural void created by
industrialization, but intellectual critics could usually see only a cultural loss.
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The main features of mass culture are:
 Non-traditional form and content
 Intended for mass consumption
 Mass produced and formulaic
 Pejorative image
 Commercial
 And homogenized
2.7 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. What do you mean by mass culture and popular culture?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. Why mass culture played as a popular entertainment?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. What is the impact of mass culture in India?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
4. Do you feel real culture is vanished through mass culture?
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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UNIT-3

MEDIA AS A CULTURAL INDUSTRY

Unit structure
3.1 Learning Objectives
3.2 Introduction
3.2 Cultural Industry: The Global Scenario
3.3 The World of Mass Media
3.4 Mass Media and Cultural Change
3.4.1 The media create awareness
3.4.2 The media set agendas
3.4.3 The media promote stereotypes
3.4.4 The media accelerate change
3.5 Mass Media and Intercultural Communication
3.6 Political Economy of the Mass Media
3.7 Homogeneity and Heterogeneity of Media Content
3.8 Media Effects on Identity Creation
3.9 The Production of Media Culture
3.10 The Logic of Media Culture
3.11 Convergence Culture: Consumers as Producers
3.12 Conclusion
3.13 Check Your Progress

4.1 LEARNING OBJECTIVES
This unit gives you knowledge about Mass Media and Intercultural Communication.
After completion of this unit you would able to learn about:





Media as a Cultural Industry
Global Scenario of Mass Media
Mass Media and Inter Cultural Communication
Convergence of Media Culture
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3.2 INTRODUCTION
The mass media are all around us, playing a significant role in producing and
representing our cultures. Almost all aspects of our everyday life-from food to
clothing, education, entertainment and transportation- are affected by the mass media.
The media not only brings us news and views, but also function as a source of
education, entertainment and identity construction. McLuhan (1964) states that as the
hammer extends our arm and the wheel extend our connection to parts of the world
where our physical bodies cannot reach. They shape our thinking, doing, and being.
For example, we often judge others by the type of media they consume-the
newspapers they read, the movies and the television programmes they watch, and the
internet sites they use.
3.2 CULTURAL INDUSTRY: THE GLOBAL SCENARIO
The great acceleration in the flow of information across national boundaries during
the last half of the twentieth century has been, due in part, to radical changes in the
organization of international life resulting from tremendous activities in the spheres
of cultural industries and marketing and commercial promotion, and also in the
growth of scientific and technical messages. In the twenty-first century there will be
an ever-increasing international flow in the areas of advertising, film and sound
recordings, video, book publishing, scientific and technical journals and associated
media. All these cultural products are discussed in the following paragraphs in their
international perspectives.
Books, Journals and Educational Texts:
The current trans-border flow of books, scientific journals, and educational texts is
immense. Both the production and trade of these materials have grown at
unprecedented rates during the last several decades.
The largest producers of books in numbers as titles include Russia, the United States,
Germany, the United Kingdom, the People‟s Republic of China, India, France, Spain,
Holland and Italy. The countries of Scandinavia also produce a considerable number
of books in terms of their population to book production rates. Other big producers
are Poland, Hungary, Belgium, Portugal, Switzerland, Austria, Canada, Australia,
Brazil, Mexico, South Korea, Egypt and more recently Iran.
Most of the world‟s books are published by only a few nations. Approximately 80
percent of all books are currently being published in the industrial world. The
countries of Europe only account for nearly 50 percent of the world total. Although
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the industrialized countries make up only 35.6 percent of the world‟s population, they
account for 83.1 percent of all book titles. The less industrialized countries, with 64.4
percent of the world‟s population account for only 16.9 percent of all book titles.
Furthermore, although figures on the total number of copies produced are rarely
available, there is obvious disparity in the production-count totals, since the numbers
of copies run per title in most Third world countries is lower than in the major book
producing countries of the West.
While during the last few decades‟ total book production, in terms of both title and
copy outputs, has increased steadily, in some cases dramatically, in the Third World,
this vast region‟s percentage share of total world production has remained partially
low and has, in fact, declined. This decline is due to the immense expansion of book
production in the industrialised world.
Approximately 65 percent of the people in the world experience a server book
shortage. Today in many parts of the world there is a great demand for scientific,
technical and educational books. Less industrialized nations continually import
increasing quantities of books from industrially advanced countries, while flow of
books from the developing to the developed world remains slight. The nature of the
books trade between these two regions is essentially an immense one-way flow.
Two other discernible patterns of flow are those between the nations of the developed
world and those among the Third world. Large number of books are traded within
western, Europe, as well as between countries of Eastern Europe and Former Soviet
Union. (Russia), and between Europe, North America, Australia and Japan of the
latter, the greatest volume of trade is among the Europeans and across the North
Atlantic. The larges trans-border flow of books in the world is from the United States
of Canada.
The majority of trade in books between Third World countries tales place in Latin
America, the Middle East and parts of Asia. The recent increase in trade among Third
World countries is a positive development. Since they spread the creative works,
thought and knowledge originating in the Third World, and usually at less cost than
imports from the developed world.
During the 1950 and 1960s, while new technologies were lowering the cost of book
production, the popularization and improvement of the paperbacks were increasing
books sales and production. Additionally, the organization of publishing houses was
changing through mergers. Although small, specialized firms could still enter the
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market, control of the publishing industry came to be concentrated in few
multinational corporations. The larger publishing houses had an advantage in
inventory control, advertising budget and distribution channels and by producing
greater number of books, they lowered the unit price and expanded sales. The 1970s
saw even more mergers, this time across the media. IBM, ITT, RCA, Xerox, and GE
are examples of corporations that initiated mergers of publishing houses and
electronic corporations. There were also mergers involving the motion picture
industry.
Large publishing houses in capitalist countries have been able to make use of
elaborate administrative and marketing arrangements to stimulate growth in industry
sales. Advertising and other marketing devices have resulted in the expansion of
foreign trade for European and American companies.
Among the less developed countries of the world, India, China, Brazil, Mexico,
Nigeria, and Egypt are all important actors in book production and distribution. India
was the world‟s seventh largest producer of book titles (18,000 in 1979) as well as the
third largest publisher of English language books.
Books, scientific journals and educational texts are acquired either through the
exchange of publications or through direct purchase. International exchanges are
usually conducted through either centralized or decentralized organisations to
increase coordination and cooperation among those participating in exchanges. A
centralized distributing centre, generally the least costly method of exchange,
considers the special needs of the libraries it represents, deciding the most fitting
partners for exchange purposes, the quality and volume of consignment, and the
subject matter of exchanges. A decentralized system of distribution on the other hand,
allows more relevant choices of partners, more rational selection of foreign or
international subject matter, and possibly more rapid supplementation of items
missing in library collections.
A conservative estimate indicates that in the late 1970s, approximately 2,700
scholarly journals were published in the United States: that number has apparently
been increasing at an average rate of 2 percent or 3 percent per year. Approximately
half of the journals published in the United States deal with the humanities and social
sciences, the remainder with the natural and technological sciences.
Impediments in the global flow:
There are both internal and external factors that impede the global flow of scientific
journals and educational texts. Economic include surcharges on books sold abroad;
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shortages of foreign exchange, postage and customs, transport and other texts;
different levels of development between participating countries in publishing
specifically and in overall development generally; and the monopolistic influences of
national, international and transnational book publishers and distributors.
Political factors affecting flow range from exiting or proposed governmental policies
to political ideology and political climate. Cultural factors primarily concern the
export of intrinsic cultural values within the content of publications, and the resultant
perceived threat to the ethnic and national identity in importing countries. Examples
include assumed literacy levels, the languages and the alphabets employed in
publication, translation barriers the influence of the media employed, and the lack of
standardized classification system.
Among the technical factors, impeding the flow are the gap in technological
advancement, the lack of accurate statistical data, and the lack of coordination
between centralized and decentralized structures. Institutional factors include both
censorship and international copyright laws.
Film and Sound Recordings
The international production and distribution of films and sound recordings is a major
area of global cultural production flow which has received relatively little attention
from researchers. The available data show the Asian countries in the top position in
the area of film producing are India and Japan and they come in the first group. A
second group of producers includes Italy, the United States and Russia. France, the
Republic Korea, Greece, Hong Kong and Spain belong to the third group while
Mexico, Germany the United Kingdom and Pakistan remain in the fourth group
considering the number of films produced every year in these countries.
Most films producing countries, in fact, have little international distribution for their
products and can rarely sell them outside of their internal markets. Further, American
films have had a dominant share of the international film market, and have joint
ventures with a number of countries in Europe such as United Kingdom, France,
Italy, Germany in production and distribution.
It is possible to compare the motion picture market with that of sound records,
although the two forms of mass communication have very different characteristics. In
the latter case, however, it is best to approach the market from the point of view of
consumption rather than production because ample information on the consumption
of records and CDs is more readily available. The dollar volumes of these markets are
similar and they are measured in billions.
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In 1982, Thomas Guback and TapioVaris collected data and analysed the
transnational film and sound recording industry, concluding that the principal
American motion picture firms constitute the only integrated, worldwide network for
theatrical film distribution. This network facilitates global dissemination of television
material as well and results in negligible commercial distribution of foreign films
abroad have “cultivated patterns of public taste for decades, and this undoubtedly has
facilitated distribution of American television material”. These conclusions reinforce
the necessity of examining a medium in terms of the broader global patterns and
frameworks especially since the communication industry is an integrated, interacting
whole.
International advertising: The United States remains the leader in the global
promotion and advertising consumer goods and manufactured products and sets the
pace for the world.
It has been said that transnational corporations can change the “cultural ecology” in a
country through increased media ownership and penetration of foreign advertising.
The implications involving the flow of international advertising are indeed
staggering. Not only does international advertising attempts to influence consumer
patterns; it actually helps to create markets by encouraging developments of mass
advertising media. Thus a review of the more dramatic changes in the world‟s major
advertising agencies in recent years and the pattern of their involvement in the world
economy will not only help identify what will probably occur in the years ahead in
other countries but will also provide insights into future changes in the activities of
transnational advertising agencies.
The world‟s top 50 advertising agencies in terms of gross income and billings
include, first, the United States‟ agencies followed by the Japanese, British, German,
French, interest in foreign shops, the first 15 world agencies in the order of income
and advertising expenditure were: Dents; Young and Rubicam; J. Walter Thompson
co; Oglivy and Mather; McCann-Erickson worldwide; Ted Bates; BBDO
International; Leo Burnett co; SSC & B; Foote, Cone and Belding; Doyle Dane
Bernbach; D‟Arcy-MacManus & Masius; Hakuhudo; Grey Advertising; Benton and
Bowles.
The total worldwide advertising tends in terms of advertising expenditures project
that the United States will remain the leader in the years to come followed by Japan,
Germany, the United Kingdom, France and Italy.
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The economic as well as cultural information powers of world capitalism, especially
that of the United States, can be best examined by the worldwide network of
advertising agencies and by growing expenditures to advertising agencies and by
growing expenditures to advertise and promote their products on national, regional
and global scales. The strength of international advertisers lies in the fact that not
only do they have a powerful influence over the international network of transnational
mass media and the entertainment industry but their techniques and methods,
developed over the past several years, are essential for the development and
expansion of manufactured goods and commodities. Furthermore, the perceived
“neutrality” in international politics and inter-state conflict, occupied with the desire
of people almost everywhere for certain university, cosmopolitanism and
consumption, provide the ingredients necessary for persuasive and informative
strategies.
Video, Computer and Related Technologies
Development in cable, cassette, video, computer, Internet, cell phone, satellite and
digital technologies have led to a scramble for profit on a worldwide scale, through
information, business and entertainment programming, while also making possible an
expanded use of these technologies to provide information services to home.
Additionally, the use of these technologies in social and political mobilization has
also been tested. Such developments have brought about complexity in information
handling, both in the vertical and horizontal dimensions of the systems. The
consumption of new technologies generally and of computer, video and Internet
specifically, is increasing so rapidly, particularly in industrialised nations, the
information regarding their use is nearly always outdated and meaningless.
Because of confusion surrounding regulations in the video industry as well as import
and foreign exchange restrictions, piracy is rampant especially in Asia, Africa and
Latin America. In the industrialised countries of Europe, such producing countries as
Japan and the United States, the public use of new technologies continues to grow at
an accelerated space.
The onrushing wave of video, cassette, tape technology and advanced cell phones
threatens to bring down many established social and political bulwarks throughout the
world. With pornographic films a fact of life on the video circuit, and with political
messages streamed through new communication media, especially the cell phones,
censorships threaten to become certainly different and somewhat irrelevant.
Similarly, in many parts of the world, defense by government and industry of the
monopoly of film and television broadcasting may appear increasingly meaningless
as alternative programmes become available. The social utility of these innovations,
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however, will depend largely on the accompanying structural changes within
communication systems and national and local policies; otherwise their
implementation on a world scale will most likely perpetuate existing media
commercialization.
Aside from the economic and commercial considerations, educational and political
implications of this type of information flow can be quite profound, having lasting
impact and consequences. In the 1970s, prior to the Iranian revolution, the exiled
Ayatollah Khomeini sent his messages through telephones and tapes to Iran, where
they were copied by the thousands on cassette tapes and distributed through informal
and traditional communication network. This method of information flow provided
both the credibility and excitement of oral messages, and the permanence and
accessibility of written messages. And the revolution followed suit.
The internet seems like magic. Pioneer users established huge electronic data bases
and then threw open access to anyone in the world who had computer, a modern and
the will to access the information. Largely free from government control, and run on a
completely decentralized basis (it was designed that way to help it survive a nuclear
war), the internet seemed like the perfect free lunch. No one was in charge of running
it, but somehow it ran. Anyone could use it. Universal access was a reality and the
most distant user could access the system as easily as a New York tycoon or Harvard
researchers.
As talk of the Internet trickled out to the World, something unanticipated happened: it
began to interest casual users. During the 1980s, the worldwide population of people
with access to computers mushroomed from a handful to literally hundreds of
millions. Popular magazines and newspapers breathlessly promoted the benefits and
the use doubled monthly. Among the most over-hyped inventions of the twentieth
century, the internet today is envisioned by many as the precursor to the information
superhighway.
And the hype only increases many enthusiasts consider the internet as not just a way
to link electronic database, but as an entirely new way for people to interact. It is
hailed as a return to the equality of the eighteenth century pamphlet. The most
obscure user is free to post views on the system‟s bulletin boards to establish a forum,
bypassing the monolithic press and media barons. Interaction between people will be
forever changed, these enthusiasts claim, because anyone from anywhere can
communicate with anyone else, at any time.
Lastly, however, a note of discontent has sounded. Even though the Internet
has moved from the back pages of computer magazines to the covers of mainstream
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magazines, not everyone has been seduced by its allure. Critics have focused on three
shortcomings: potential control over contents, the potentially disenfranchising effects
of communication that is available only to the upper and middle classes, and the
profound social impact of communication that takes place through an electronic
intermediary.
Control over Content
Theoretically, anyone can post information, but the reality is that the main content of
the Internet-the huge data bases containing electronic information so important to
people‟s daily lives-is controlled by governments, corporations and academic
institutions. Their control was less significant when the systems major purpose was to
link together academic and government researchers. Now the Internet is becoming an
important source of world knowledge, the ease with which it is possible to alter
information-or merely to shade the truth by selectively culling unfavourable
information-a real concern. The concern is deepened by the recent trend of large
corporations to establish their own internet sites, especially on the fast-growing
World Wide Web. Privatization and commercialization of the internet will definitely
bring a threat to its continuing availability for educational purposes. Who will be the
custodian of the world‟s information?
Disenfranchisement
Although the internet is supposedly available to anyone with anyone with a modem
and the will to use it, the profile of the users is skewed by race, gender, income and
age. Studies show that more than 80 percent of all users are computer literate, middleclass males under the age of 40. Access may be the cost of technology and the sharp
learning curve for the computer neophytes. Although in 1995 for the first time
Americans spent more money on home computers than they did on television sets,
such purchases were confined to middle and upper class families. If electronic
communication is the future, what will become of the vast majority of people who
can only stand by and watch the world wide exchange of elections?
Social implications
Finally, the most profoundly-there are the disturbing social implications of a future in
which human communication increasing takes place through electronic media. Since
the invention of the telegraph and telephone in the nineteenth century, more and more
discourage has taken place through impersonal electronic intermediaries rather than
through natural face-to-face communication. Despite these changes, however,
personal communication still remained paramount. Whether at work or on daily
errands people still need to interact.
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Now the internet has changed that. The scenario of electronic substitutes for the daily
interactions, works done at home and transmitted by modem, shopping done over the
World Wide Web and paid by debits to our electronic bank accounts, entertainment
through the computer and cell phone screen, electronic dating services, chat forums,
travel ticket booking over the Internet and even casino gambling all are available
today. Soon there will be very little that cannot be accomplished from the comfort of
our own homes.
But is a world split between an elite minority of information-empowered people
interacting electronically and a majority, mired in information poverty in anyone‟s
best interest? Do we really want to choose between a „successful‟ but soulless
electronic existence and disenfranchisement?
The internet is not an unmixed blessing. It gives the computer-savvy individual
access to information; at the same time, it raises an insurmountable barrier to those
who cannot avail themselves of the new opportunity. It allows people to bypass the
chokehold that the global media giants have on political discourage- and disseminate
underground materials advocating terrorist activities. In short, the internet may fulfill
the dreams of its boosters, and reorder human interaction, but that reordering may not
be closely examined before being fulfilled.
3.3THE WORLD OF MASS MEDIA
Questions about the reach and influence of the media also link to wider global issues.
For example, what happens when the media cross national and cultural boundaries?
What role do the mass media play in our seeing and understanding the world? What
happens when western television programmes are imported into a non-western
context? Becker (2004) studied the effects of mass media on teenage girls in Fiji, who
had experienced no previous exposure to media outlets such as television. Before
being introduced to television, the girls had little awareness of the Western „ideal‟ of
a thin body shape. However, after several months of viewing American television
programming and is representations of successful, attractive and thin women, the
Fijian girls began to feel that their body shape was too large to be successful and
employable. This example shows that media representations of powerful foreign (in
this case Western) ideals of beauty can influence people‟s perceptions of themselves
and others, even in a distant part of the world.
By extending our connections to the rest of the world, the mass media can promote a
better understanding, appreciations and connections between different cultures and
facilitate intercultural communication. On the other hand, the media can also achieve
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the opposite: increasing misunderstanding, fear and antagonism through a repetition
of negative stereotypical representation of people. For instance, the media can
perpetuate stereotypes regarding age, gender, sexuality, and religion.
3.4 THE MASS MEDIA AND CULTURAL CHANGE
That the reality presented by the media is a socially constructed one has two
important implications: first we can understand the media as a debating ground for
our system of values and beliefs; second we can think of media effects not as simple,
direct effect but as a much wider part of the culture fabric (Dodd-1998). The mass
media affects but us not just at the individual level but also at the social level. The
mass media influence cultural change through cultural learning in the following ways.
3.4.1 The media create awareness
The mass media serve an awareness function, creating interest in an event or idea by
reporting the existence (Dodd-1998). Such was the case with Bali bombing in 2005,
which brought instant world attention to the perceived terrorist threat to Australia.
Similarly, the coverage of H1N1 flu drew attention to public hygiene and brought
great changes to people‟s behaviour in all parts of the world.
3.4.2The media set agendas
The mass media set an agenda by drawing the public attention certain events or issues
(Dodd-1998). Agenda-setting can be achieved by giving prominence to certain
people, events, or places through media coverage. Agenda setting inevitably occurs
because the media must be selective in reporting news and other events. It is
impossible to report on every newsworthy event. News outlets, as gate-keepers of
information, make choices about what to report and how to report it. Thus what the
public knows about current affairs at a time is largely a product of media gatekeeping. For example, the extensive coverage in the Australian media of the plight of
struggling pensioners made this issue a public priority and policy makers had to
address the ensuring public concern.
3.4.3 The media promote stereotypes
Most people rely on the mass media to form perceptions of others with whom they do
not have regular interpersonal contact. Thus, the media play a major role in forming
and maintaining stereotypes. The media can create and reinforce stereotypes
regarding old age, sexuality, religion, war, parenthood and countless other aspects of
human life. News programmes can help to erase misunderstandings on issues
vulnerable to stereotyping. Conversely, entertainment in movies, theatres, and
television may inadvertently reinforce negative stereotypes. In response, there have
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been conscious efforts from various parts of society to eradicate sexism and negative
male and female stereotypes, particularly from television and books. The
representation of ethnic minorities has also been the subject of considerable attention
and research. For instance, studies have found that when ethnic minorities are present
in new reports, they tend to be linked to violence, gambling, crime or alcoholism.
Consequently, the image of African Americans, Hispanics, Asians, Muslims and
other minority groups has been harmed by negative stereotypes in the media.
3.4.4 The media accelerate change
The mass media serve as accelerators of change, creating a climate in which change
can more easily occur (Dodd-1998). For example, what we regard as elements of a
healthy lifestyle have changed over the years, not least because of governmentsponsored advertising campaigns against smoking and drink driving but promoting
healthy eating. In the same way, the mass news coverage of issues like global
warming, climate change, and the energy crisis has functioned as an accelerator for
changes in people‟s behaviour, evident in the current concern for energy consumption
and the preservation of natural resources.
3.5 MASS MEDIA AND INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
By looking at examples of how the media and culture interrelate, we can understand
the importance of media in intercultural communication context and be aware of the
need to develop skills in understanding the media and culture.
 Be conscious of ways the media may have affected your perceptions of a
particular group. We need to keep up to date about current events and
understand the source of our personal feelings. This can assist you in your
intercultural communication.
 Use the media as a tool for understanding culture. The mass media can open
our eyes to what is considered important in a culture. We cannot personally
experience some cultures fully, but we may have an opportunity to interact
with people from those cultures. Learning the agenda of a culture can improve
our understanding of that culture and hence assist us in interacting with its
members.
 Broaden our background knowledge. We need a broad knowledge of cultures
other than our own. A common criticism of recent mass communication or
journalism graduates is that they lack the background knowledge to carry out
anything more than a superficial interview. Your articles will be superficial or
incorrect or even offensive if you do not have an understanding of the
influence of the culture and the context within which the reported event
occurred.
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3.6 POLITICAL ECONOMY OF THE MASS MEDIA
Who owns and controls the mass media? What impact does this ownership and
control have over media content and on the broader society? Where does the funding
for the mass media come from and where do the profits go? Does advertising affect
journalists and editorial policy? Is there a separation of the news and advertising
departments? Do the mass media rely too much on information provided by
government or industry? These are some of the questions raised by media political
economy scholars. The term „political economy‟ in media research is often associated
with questions about the domination of state or economic power in media spheres.
Scholar in the media political economy investigate process of privation,
concentration, and commercialization and deregulation (where the market replaces
the state). For example, they are interested in the conditions in which individuals can
own many media corporations and the consequences this has on democratic practices
and media choices. These scholars claim that, globally, media landscapes are heavily
dominated by a handful of gigantic media corporations and transnational
corporations. The most important of these are Disney, Time Warner, Viacom and
News Corporation. News Corporation‟s owner Rupert Murdoch, the Australian born
American media mogul, also owns Sky Television which broadcast all over the
world. Like Murdoch, in Italy Silvio Berlusconi has built a media business empire out
of construction and media interests in his own native Milan. He is one of Italy‟s
wealthiest men and owns three of the country‟s seven television channels and several
leading newspapers.
3.7 HOMOGENEITY AND HETEROGENEITY OF MEDIA CONTENT
There are two ways of conceptualizing the relationship between global and local
media. One way suggests that the media flow from „the West to the Rest‟, resulting in
a global homogeneity of products. Lifestyles, cultures, identities, tastes and attitudes.
For example, television programming not only offers entertainment but also reflects
the complete power and influence of global corporate culture. It shapes lifestyles and
values and replaces lost traditional institutions, communities, circles, family and
authority.
The mass marketing of culture now takes place through satellite cables, mobile
phones. All over the world, people of all ages are exposed to the same music, sporting
events, news, soap operas and lifestyle. Young people in this so-called „Third World‟
countries are the largest consumers of this global information has perhaps an
unintended, negative effect: the same media that inform globally also dominate
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another culture –an uneven process called hegemony (Jandt-2007); the argument is
that the mass media can colonize the thinking and values of a specific society.
Global media flows bring about cultural hybridization (Kraidy-2005). This process
and impact of media convergence and globalization can be seen in a number of
transnational television channels launched in the past few years. Many of these
channels seek to target ethnic groups beyond their national borders. For instance,
CBC TV (Greek Cypriot Satellite Television) broadcasts in Greek; Zee TV
broadcasts in Hind across Asia; Med TV targets the Kurdish population in Europe;
MBC, Al-Jazeera, TRT, and Al-Arabiyaa broadcasts in Arabic across. The Middle
East and North Africa and are watched by Arabs around the world, and TRT-INT
targets the Turkish population across Europe. While television channels become the
agent for a new global corporate vision, Internet technology also contributes to the
hybridization of culture by connecting people across the world. The global village in
cyberspace is posited by these scholars as a modern Atlantis, where men and women
can make choices offered by a free market economy and consumer culture. However,
by the same means, the computer age also introduces subtle damage. Like video, film
and global entertainment, the Internet has the potential to become a substitute for
human interactions community and civic life, as adults and children alike spend
increasing hours, surfing, chatting and shopping online. We live in a media-saturated
world.
3.8 MEDIA EFFECTS ON IDENTITY CREATION
The mass media play an important role in forming our identities. At an individual
level, through the media we cultivate values and lifestyles; we are reminded of the
sharp contrast between rich and poor; and we are provided with social models for our
behaviour. Television, for example, life should be lived and which group we should
identify with. The rich drive expensive foreign cars, wear designer clothes, and
patronize expensive pubs and five-star hotels, a lifestyle that is beyond the
imagination of someone living in a village in India. The mass media bring the images
of these people to us and thus function as a powerful tool of education to shape our
identities, lifestyles and values.
Scholars have explored the important role of the mass media in the historical
development of national cultures and identities. Media and cultural production have a
key role in reconstructing national, religious, gender and ethnic identities. The
influential work of Anderson (1983) proposed that print capitalism was essential in
promoting the creation of national imagined communities. The widespread
dissemination of newspapers and novels creates an awareness of the „steady,
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anonymous simultaneous experience of communities of national readers. The notion
of simultaneity in time and clearly defined national space is crucial to the
construction of national space is crucial to the construction of national consciousness
today. Newspapers connect dispersed citizens with the land, people and discoursed of
a nation. The ritual of reading the newspaper or watching the national news on TV
continues to be an essential element in the construction of a national community.
In addition, most countries treat broadcasting as a national public resources with a
unique responsibility to represent and support the national culture. Classic example is
the British Broadcasting Corporation (BBC), known for its balanced and high quality
in representation, and independence from outside governmental, religious or
commercial influence. However, the belief in a singular national identity that is itself
based on a culture, religion and way of life that we all belong to is changing. As the
world becomes more multicultural it is very difficult to hold on to a single, essential,
national identity. Today we belong to a world that is vast cultural market from which
we can pick and choose our preferences, from music, fashion, food and so on. We
belong to many subcultural groups and hence have multiple identities.
3.9 THE PRODUCTION OF MEDIA CULTURE
Regarding production of media culture we will focus on two interrelated aspects of
organizational activity, which can be described respectively as „selecting‟ and
„processing‟. The first refers to the sequence of decisions which extends from the
choice of „raw material‟, as it were, to delivering the finished product. The second
refers to the application of work routines and organizational criteria (including both
professional and business aspects) that affect the nature of this product as it passes
through the „chain of decision-making‟
This way of organizing media-work originates primarily from research on news
production, but it can apply more or less equality to a range of other media products
and media settings. In the case of news, the chain extends from an idea in someone‟s
head, through an editorial selection process and many phases of transformation, to the
final product.
Gatekeeping and Selection:
The term „gatekeeping‟ has been widely used as a metaphor to describe the process
by which selections are made in media work, especially decisions regarding whether
or not to allow a particular news report to pass through the „gates‟ of a news medium
into the news channels. However, the idea of gatekeeping has a much wider potential
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application since it can apply to the work of literary agents and publishers, and to
many kinds of editorial and production work in print and television. It applies to
decisions about distribution and marketing of existing media products (e.g films). In a
wider sense it refers to the power to give or withhold access to different voices in
society and is often a locus of conflict one common tension in democratic societies is
between governments (or politicians) and the media over the amount and kind of
attention they receive in mass media Another example relates to the kind of
representation and amount of access given to minorities.
More important is the extent to which gatekeeping is an autonomous journalistic
action, rather than a choice mainly forced by economic pressures at the level of the
news organization or by political pressures from outside.
Research has demonstrated that the content of news media tends consistently to
follow a predictable pattern and that different organisations behave in a similar way
when confronted by the same events and under equivalent conditions (Glasgow
Media Group-1976; McQuail-1977; Shoemaker and Reese-1991). There appears to be
a stable perception on the part of news decision-makers about what is likely to
interest an audience and a good deal of consensus within the same social-cultural
settings (Hetheringtone-1985).
The News Selection Factors











Power, status or fame of individuals in events.
Personal contact of reporters.
Location of events.
Location of power.
Predictability and routine.
Proximity to the audience of people and events in news.
Recency and timeliness of events.
Timing in relation to the news cycle.
Exclusivity.
Economic benefits (from audience, sponsors etc)

Processing and Presentation
The organizational processes involved in the selection of news are typically very
hierarchical rather than democratic or collegial, although within particular production
units the latter may apply. Ericson et al (1978) have shown how news organisations
arrange the sequence of inputs and decisions. There are two main lines of activity
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which start with „ideas‟ for news (originating in other media, routine observations,
and agencies so on). Ideas lead to one line-that of story development- and ideas are
also fed by a second „sources‟ line. Sources can be reactive, (routine) or pro-active
(enterprise). The two lines are closely connected since particular stories lead to the
two stages of the „double action‟ model of news flow described by Bass (1969)essentially news gathering and news processing.
The processing line follows from story assignment made by the assignment editor and
goes through a sequence of news conference, play decisions (Prominence and
timing), lay out or line up, final news editing, content page makeup or television
anchor script, and final line up. This sequence can be fed up to the penultimate stage
by source input. A schematic version of this given below.
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Production
In general, the sequence extends from a phase where a universe of substantiative idea
is considered, through a narrowing down according to news judgments and to what is
fed from the source channel, to a third phase, where format, design and presentation
decisions are taken. In the final phase, technical decisions are likely to be paramount.
This model for news processing is compatible with what seems to occur in other
situations, where reality content is also processed, although over a longer time scale
and with more scope for production to influence content. For instance, Elliot (1972),
in his study of the making of a television documentary series, distinguishes three
„chains‟. The presentation chain included having plenty of illustrative film and having
a well-known television personality to act as presenter. The subject and contact
chains correspond to the „ideas‟ and „sources‟ routes in figure as given below, while
presentation matters arise at the later stages of the production line.
Three chains in documentary production (Elliott-1972)




A subject chain concerned with assembling programme idea for the series.
A contact chain connecting producer, director and researcher with their
contacts and sources.
A presentation chain in which realities of time slot and budget were related to
customary ideas for effective presentation.

3.10 THE LOGIC OF MEDIA CULTURE
The processing of media raw material requires a form of cultural standardization. It
has been suggested that, the media are constrained by their „definitions‟ and
associated expectations as to what they are „good for‟ in general and what sort of
content they best offer and in what form within the media the main types of contentnews, sports, drama, entertainment, advertising- also follow standardized formats
which are rooted in traditions (media-made or culturally inherited), ways of working,
idea about audience taste and interest and pressures of time or space Altheide and
Snow (1979) were the first to use the term „media logic” to capture the systematic
nature of pre-existing definitions of what a given type of content should be like. The
operation of a media logic implies the existence of a „media grammar‟ which governs
how time should be used, how items of content should be sequenced and devices of
verbal and non-verbal content should be used.
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The refers to the influence of media (considered both as a cultural technology and as
formal organization) on „real-world‟ events themselves as well as on their portrayal
and constitution. Altheide and Snow (1991) have described media logic as „a way of
seeing and interpreting social affairs. Elements of this form (of communication)
include the various media the formats used by these media. Formats consist, in part,
in how material is organized, the style in which it is presented, the focus or emphasis
on the grammar of media communication.‟
Because of the increased centrality of mass media for other institutions, there is an
imperative to conduct affairs and stage events in ways that conform to the needs and
routines of the mass media (in respect of timing and form). The idea of a staged
„media event‟ (or pseudo-event) belongs to the theory of media logic (Boorstin1961); Dayan and Katz-1992). It has an obvious relevance to predominant modes of
news coverage, in which familiar formats and routines predictably frame certain
categories of event (Altheide, 1985). The general notion of media logic extends to
include the influence of media requirements on a wide range of cultural happenings,
including sport, entertainment and public ceremonies.
The concept has been especially useful for identifying the prediction of media
producers for the factors that they believe will increase audience attention and
satisfaction. Many of the elements of media logic stem from their attention-gaining
and publicity philosophy. However, there is an independent contribution that drives
from media professionalism, especially when defined in terms of making „good‟ TV,
film and so on. It has to be seen as a media-cultural phenomenon as much as
reflection of rational calculation.
A very evident feature of media culture is its self-obsession and love of selfreference. The media are the main instruments for manufacturing fame and celebrity,
whether in politics, sport or entertainment, and they are also captivated by it. It
sometimes appears to be the primary resource and also criterion of value, when
applied to people, products and performances. One of the driving forces of media
logic is the search for new sources or objects of fame.
In relation to informational content, media logic places a premium on immediacy,
such as dramatic illustrative film or photos, on fast tempo and short „sound bites‟
(Hallin-1992), and on personally attractive presenters and relaxed formats (such as
the so-called „happy news‟ format). Media logic also operates on the level of content:
for instance, in political campaigns it leads to a preference for personalization, for
controversialist and for attention to the „horse race‟ (for example as measured by
opinion polls) rather than the issues demonstrated that there was clear correlation in
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the US news coverage of elections between „horse-race coverage‟ and sound bite
news: the more of the former, the shorter the latter. The media qualities that
contribute media logic could be summarized as novelty, immediacy, high tempo,
personalization, brevity, conflict, dramatization and celebrity orientation.
3.11 CONVERGENCE CULTURE: CONSUMERS AS PRODUCERS
The concept of convergence culture may have been first coined by Jenkins (2004) but
has gained wide currency. It refers to a range of related phenomena that follow on
from and seem to be caused by purely technological convergence (Jenkins and
Deuze-2008). Primarily they comprise of the following: the participation of audiences
in production; professional and amateur; and the breakdown of the line between
producer and consumer. This last one has led to new terms such as „prosumer‟ and
„producer‟.
Deuze (2007) gives some examples, as follows. Producers of fiction collect audience
feedback to help develop new plotlines and characters. News services invite reader
reactions and personal blogs. Social network sites such as „YouTube‟ largely depend
on contributions from the public. Amazon prints reader reviews. Wikipedia is written
by volunteers. Google content is largely externally provided with little own
production. The significance and implications of all this are still unclear and there still
many unknown factors, such as those to do with finance and copyright. There seems
to be potential consequences for media structures and professions and the former
exclusive control by the media of their own content is no more: on the other hand,
much “prosumerism‟ is also encouraged and managed by „big media‟ for their own
purposes and many such activities that began as innovative and grassroots in
character have become normalized and commercialized.
3.12 CONCLUSION
Some aspects of cultural industries discussed direct our attention to the: influence of
the information universe, the symbolic environment that shapes the perceptions and
behaviour of actors at all of the international theatre. There is greater significance to
such a symbolic environment, which is nourished by various international, cultural
and knowledge production industries, including book publishers, movie distributors,
advertisers, public relations practitioners and purveyors of electronic technologies.
An analysis of the commercialisation and economization of culture and knowledge
provides a basis for explaining information imbalance in terms of the economic
milieu.
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Alongside the universe of material trade, production, distribution, and value adding,
there is a parallel or perhaps conterminous universe of cultural and knowledge trade
and cultural production and distribution adding value to culture and culture exporting.
Not only do these universes impinge on each other, but they offer “currencies”, that
are acceptable tender in each other‟s realms and sustain mutually supportive growth.
One cannot hope to market a new product without disseminating knowledge of it,
creating a demand, and shaping the cultural environment to accept it. The ability to
control the means of production and international distribution of cultural environment
to accept it. The ability to control the means of production and international
distribution of cultural products, then, is the key to larger markets and greater
productivity and prosperity in an international system that has achieved „gunboat‟
coercion to some extent, in favour of the utilization of cultural industries as
persuaders.
3.13 CHECK YOUR PROGRESS
1. Define Media as a cultural Industry.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
2. How mass media made a cultural changes throughout the world. Answer with
suitable Examples.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
3. Define the cultural changes in media production.
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________
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